OUTSTANDING FEATURES

- Simple and reliable wireless Bluetooth® printer
- Print Method: Direct Thermal
- Intuitive LEDs indicate on/off, error, and connectivity status
- 4MB Flash, 8MB RAM
- Paper-out sensor
- Single push-button paper access for simple re-loading
- Battery powered; rechargeable with charger.
- Compatible with Hoffer ACE-II and ICE with Bluetooth® option.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Hoffer P9 Printer is for use with ACE II and ICE electronics. It is a small, lightweight mobile receipt printer that brings functionality and convenience to any mobile environment. This Bluetooth® printer is battery operated and is meant to be used as a hand held printer. The Hoffer P9 printer affords maximum wireless freedom through Bluetooth® interface.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Width:** 3.18”/80.8 mm
- **Height:** 5.34” (135.6 mm)
- **Resolution:** 203 dpi (8dots/mm)
- **Paper Width:** 2”x2” with a maximum roll diameter of 1.88”
- **Print Speed:** 50mm/sec (400 dot lines per sec)
- **Print Width:** 1.9” (48.3 mm) maximum
- **Print Speed:** 3” (76mm) maximum
- **Operating Temperature:** 14°F(-10°C) to 122°F (50°C) Direct Thermal
- **Storage Temperatures:** -4°F (-20°C) to 140°F (60°C)
The quality system covering the design, manufacture and testing of our products is certified to International Standard ISO 9001.

The specifications contained herein are subject to change without notice and any user of said specifications should verify from the manufacturer that the specifications are currently in effect. Otherwise, the manufacturer assumes no responsibility for the use of specifications which may have been changed and are no longer in effect.